Information characterizing the X 2 Π state of the R·SH (R=Ne,Ar,Kr) complexes has been obtained from two complimentary experimental techniques.
A 2 Σ + ↔ X 2 Π transition of SH/D.
III. THEORY
Following earlier works 8, 17, 18 we write the Hamiltonian H as,
where H M +V describes the vibrational motion of the complex, e.g., R-SH stretching plus rotation of the SH/D moiety hindered by the interaction potential, V inter . In addition the spin-orbit coupling is included in H M +V since it is the same order of magnitude. H comp describes the overall rotation of the complex plus spin-rotation and hyperfine interactions.
Explicitly,
and
with
where R CM is the separation between the center of mass of SH and R. In the above, r and R, respectively, denote the rotational angular momenta of the SH or SD monomer and of the complex, while l and s denote the electronic orbital and spin angular momenta.
Exclusive of nuclear spin, J and j represent the total angular momenta of the complex and the SH/D moiety respectively. The parameters b and B denote the rotational constants of the monomer and the complex, respectively. H sr and H hf , respectively, describe the spin-rotation and hyperfine structures. The spin-orbit constant is denoted a and the other constants have their usual significance. The intermolecular potential is expanded in Eq. 4
following the recipe of Hutson, 17, 18 where θ is the angle that the S-H bond makes with R CM and where φ = 0.
H M +V determines the vibrational (including electron spin effects) levels of the complex. There are an infinite number of terms in the sum over l and m, where −l ≤ m ≤ l.
However it is generally assumed the summation converges quickly, which should be particularly true considering the weakness of the interactions of R and SH/D in the complex. We therefore neglect terms with l > 2, which considering the vanishing of the 3-j symbols in Eq.
5 and the symmetry of the V 's, yield as the only unique terms V 10 , V 20 , and V 22 .
Generally speaking, the V 20 term determines the geometry of the complex. If V 20 > 0, the PES has a minimum at θ = 90
• and the complex is T-shaped where θ is measured between intermolecular axis (R-SH) and internuclear axis (S- The V 22 term is the Renner-Teller interaction term but it only connects the ω = 3/2 and ω = 1/2 spin-orbit components. Because the spin-orbit interaction in the SH moiety is quite large (-376.9 cm −1 ) 13 , the contribution from V 22 to the eigenfunction is expected to be negligible. Therefore, only the V 10 and V 20 terms are included in our calculations.
The coupling of different j states by V inter is accounted for by diagonalizing the above H M +V matrix. The matrix runs over j values from j min = 1/2 or 3/2 depending on ω, to j max , where j max is two larger than the largest j value of experimental interest. However for semi-quantitative discussions the mixing of the j levels can be neglected and one obtains a simple formula for the eigenvalues, E 0, j P , ω, v s , of the observed X 2 Π spin-vibronic levels,
We note that Eq. 6 for the approximate eigenvalues illustrates how the measurements of the positions of several j levels allow the unique determination of both V 10 and V 20 even if the individual P levels are not resolved and the observed line must be assigned to an intensity-weighted average of the P transitions for a given j. While in principle V 10 and V 20 can be uniquely determined by the j dependence of the energy levels in a given ω state, the relatively low precision of the experimental results makes this difficult. However since the coefficient of V 10 and V 20 has very different ω dependences, measurements in both finestructure states lead to a relatively precise determination of their individual values from the emission spectrum, except for Ne·SH where the effects of V inter are slight.
The above approximation is consistent with also identifying the eigenfunctions with the original basis functions. We will find this approximation to be very useful in predicting intensities in both the DF and the "hot" bands of the LIF spectrum. We have numerical results for the A 2 Σ + state's vibrational eigenfunctions from the accurately computed PES's for these states. 6, 11 To calculate the relative intensities of the emission lines (and the Ne·SH "hot" bands) we numerically calculate Franck-Condon factors between the eigenfunction for the level that is laser pumped and the approximate X 2 Π state rotational eigenfunctions,
i.e., the rotational matrix D j P ω . We have not explicitly considered H comp here, but it is responsible for the rotational, spinrotational, and hyperfine structure in our high resolution spectra. Fortunately its eigenvalues have been considered in detail previously 8 and can be conveniently written as
where B e = B v (1 ∓ B v /a + ...) respectively for ω = 3/2 and 1/2. The expansion of B e in terms of B v and a (spin-orbit coupling constant) takes into account the off-diagonal matrix elements between the ω = 3/2 and ω = 1/2 fine-structure states, which are split by spinorbit interaction and spin-rotation interaction. The quantum number J denotes the resultant angular momentum of the complex in the Hund's case (a) limit. The term prefixed by ± in Eq. (7) denotes the parity splitting caused by the distortion of the cylindrical symmetry.
This parity splitting corresponds to the so-called P -type doubling.
The hyperfine structure for R·SH is accounted for by the last term of Eq. (7). The parameter h ω is an effective hyperfine parameter and can be related to the corresponding hyperfine parameters in SH by rotational matrices as previously formulated.
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Clearly the parameters in Eq. 7 should be viewed as parametric functions of the spinvibronic quantum numbers, v s , j P , and ω. As we shall see in the next section the observed variation in these parameters can provide, in some cases, a convincing argument for the correctness of the assignment of the spin-vibronic quantum number.
IV. RESULTS

A. Rotationally Resolved Ne·SH Excitation Spectra
High resolution, rotationally resolved, spectra have been taken of all the R·SH/D (R =Ne, Ar, Kr) complexes. With the high resolution system we are able to resolve fine, hyperfine, and spin-rotational structure. We have also observed the 22 Ne·SH/D isotopomers in the high resolution LIF excitation spectrum of the (0, 0 0 , 0) band, but the other vibronic bands do not have enough signal-to-noise to observe these isotopomers. The resolution of the dispersed fluorescence spectra is not great enough to resolve out the 22 Ne isotope or the isotopes of Kr. The scope of the present paper is to detail results relevant to the ground state spin-vibronic structure of the various R·SH complexes. Since Ne·SH/D alone exhibits "hot bands" that sample that structure, we discuss only their high resolution spectra here.
We refer the reader elsewhere to a full report of the high resolution results for both the ground and excited states of all these complexes.
5,11
Figure 1 shows a moderate resolution spectrum of the
Ne·SH. In the spectrum are a number of bands belonging to a variety of different species.
The Ne·SH excitation spectrum terminates on
Notwithstanding the fact that these have all been identified on the plot, vibronic assignment of the bands belonging to Ne·SH is not a trivial task, and we review our logic for them below.
Unlike its cousins with more strongly bound rare gases, Ne·SH does not exhibit a long progression in the van der Waals stretch, and will likely have quite a few internal bending levels, as was seen in the analogous Ne·OH complex. fig. 1 .
In addition to the assigned bands labeled in fig. 1 there are two bands, each labeled with a "#", that appeared on the basis of this analysis not to be assignable as originating from the vibrationless level of the X 2 Π state. This hypothesis was confirmed by the rotational analysis using the Hamiltonian of Eq. 7. The B values for the lower state of these bands did not agree within experimental error with the B value determined from the "cold" bands.
However the excited state B values of these "hot" bands, did agree within experimental error
with B values of bands terminating on A state levels and originating from the vibrationless level of the X state. For example the "hot" band located at ∼30837 cm −1 , just to the red of the "cold" (0, 1 0 , 0) band, has the same excited state constants as does that level.
While the rotational analysis demonstrates that the "hot" bands do not originate from the lowest ground state level, it does not determine from which levels they do originate.
The only "hot" levels that might be thermally populated in the cold (∼3K) supersonic free-jet expansion are the excited P -levels of the j = 3/2 rotor level, which are expected to be only a few cm −1 's above the lowest state (0, 3/2 +3/2 , 3/2, 0). For each j level in the ground state there are 2J + 1 P -levels, taking on values of P = j, j − 1, ..., −j. Where the separation of the P -levels is directly related to the anisotropy of the ground state potential.
As was mentioned in the previous section, Franck-Condon factors (FCF) were calculated for excitation from various P -levels in the ground X 2 Π state. These Franck-Condon factors were used in addition to the resolved rotational structure to assign the lower level of these "hot" transitions. Using this combination of information we were able to assign the band at ∼30837 cm −1 as originating from the P = -3/2 level of the ground state. The upper trace of fig. 2 shows the experimental plot of the two bands located at ∼30837 and 30838 cm −1 .
Below the experimental plot is a simulation of the two bands originating from the "hot" P = -3/2 and the "cold" P = +3/2 levels. Both of these levels terminate in the (0, 1 0 , 0) level of the excited state. The simulations were done using the constants found in Table I . This method of combining the calculated FCF's along with the rotational structure was used to assign all the "hot" bands.
Just to the red of the origin band, located at ∼30822 cm −1 , is another such "hot" band.
This rotational structure was quite different from that arising from the P=±3/2 levels. In addition the FCF predicted that the band originating from the P=+1/2 level would have appreciable intensity while bands originating from the P=-3/2, -1/2 levels would not. Hence this band has been assigned as originating from the P=+1/2 level and terminates on the (0, 0 0 , 0) level of the excited state.
We were also able to observe a few lines to the red of the "hot" band to (0, 1 0 , 0), originating from the P = -3/2 level. We believe that these lines belong to Ne·SH and as they only appear when we observe appreciable intensity in the "hot" bands, we believe that they also originate from a "hot" level in the ground state. From the FCF's we can tentatively assign these lines as originating from the P = -1/2 level of the ground state. Unfortunately we are not able to positively confirm this as there are not enough lines for a rotational analysis.
High resolution data was also taken of the deuterated complex. In the same manner as described above for the hydrogenated species, assignments were made for the various vibronic bands observed. Again the rotational analysis of a few bands established that they did not originate from the lowest level of the ground state. As before the calculated FCF's aided in the assignment of the lower state P -levels.
We observed the transition originating from the P = -3/2 level of the ground state and terminating on the (0, 1 0 , 0) level of the A 2 Σ + state. The upper trace of Fig. 3 shows the experimental data in the area of the (0, 1 0 , 0) band of the Ne·SD complex while the lower trace is a simulation of both the "cold" P =+3/2 and "hot" P =-3/2 levels using the constants found in Table I . For the case of Ne·SD the "cold" band transition to the A 2 Σ + (0, 1 0 , 0) level, has an intensity significantly lower than that observed for the hydrogenated complex. This is consistent with the FCF's. Again we observed some lines to the red of the band originating from the P = -3/2 level. As with the hydrogenated complex we tentatively assign this as originating from the P = -1/2 level of the ground state.
With the deuterated complex we also were able to observe both a "hot" and cold band terminating on the (0, 1 0 , 1) level of the excited state. The FCF calculation determined that this level should originate from the P = -3/2 of the ground state. From the rotational analysis we were able to confirm that this level had the same ground state rotational constant, within experimental error, as that determined for the "hot" level terminating on (0, 1 0 , 0). As such we also assign this band as originating from the P = -3/2 level. This rotational structure was also complex and we were not able to perform a complete rotational analysis.
Additionally we observed a "hot" band just to the red of the origin located near ∼30930 cm −1 . In a similar fashion to the hydrogenated complex we were able to assign this band as originating from the P = +1/2 level of the ground state.
From the analyses not only can we determine the rotational parameters for some at these "hot" P -levels in the ground state, we are also able to accurately determine the energy separation of these P levels. Table I lists the rotational parameters determined from the rotational analysis of both the hydrogenated and deuterated Ne complexes while Table II gives the P -level structure as determined by the analysis. We have used the P level positions for the Ne·SH/D complexes to determine the potential parameters, V 10 and V 20 in Eq. 6, in a least squares fit. The resulting values are given in Table III .
B. Laser-excited Dispersed Fluorescence Spectra
In the dispersed fluorescence experiment, the laser is tuned in turn to several lines in the In addition to direct emission from the A 2 Σ + state vibrational level, two other possible mechanisms exist for its decay. These are (i) collision induced relaxation to lower A vibrational levels and emission therefrom, and (ii) a dissociation mechanism: R·SH → R + SH* (
The second mechanism arises because the A 2 Σ + state of isolated SH is predissociative with a quantum yield for emission of less than 1%. For practical purposes mechanism (ii) constitutes a "dark" decay channel that is irrelevant to our experiments.
The effects of collision induced vibrational relaxation in the A 2 Σ + state prior to emission are somewhat more important. In the Ne·SH complex the lifetime of the A state is short (≤ 20 ns) compared to the collisional frequency, and one therefore expects that collision induced relaxation will not be a dominant process. However, for Ar·SH and Kr·SH, most of the pumped levels have considerably longer lifetimes (on the order of hundreds of ns). The emission spectra are therefore a mixture of unrelaxed and relaxed emission. When pumping a low-lying vibrational level, direct emission is the dominant process. If a higher vibrational level is pumped, relaxed emission becomes more important.
By carefully comparing emission from several pumped levels, the relaxed emission can usually be clearly identified and hence does not lead to any ambiguity in the X 2 Π state vi-brational assignments. However, the unrelaxed emission certainly leads to more complicated and complex spectra. Figure 4 shows emission when the A (0, 0 0 , 0) level of Ne·SH is excited. A number of other
C. Ne·SH Emission Spectra
, and (0, 2 2 , ) have also been excited. Figure 4 is qualitatively representative of the emission from them all, and Table IV lists the observed X 2 Π vibrational levels determined from the entirety of the observations.
As is shown by the scale below the experimental trace in Fig. 4 , the observed bands fall In addition, all the other observed transitions from A(0,0 0 ,1) have the same red-shift from the corresponding X(0,j P ,ω,v s ) levels. Since the locations of the pure internal rotor levels are already accounted for, these transitions must involve the van der Waals stretch. The "stretching Franck-Condon factor" is likely maximized for the diagonal transition; hence, the red-shifted bands are assigned to levels X(0,j P ,ω,1). The results for emission from the A(0,0 0 ,1) levels are also summarized in Table IV and the value for v s in Table III . Figure 6 shows the emission spectrum of Ar·SH pumping the A (0,0 0 ,2) level. The emission spectra of the four strongest transitions of Ar·SH have been taken and the results summarized in Table IV . For the A (0,0 0 ,2) and A (0,0 0 ,3) levels, most of the observed emission is still unrelaxed but the spectrum is obviously much more complicated than that of Ne·SH. However, for the A (0,0 0 ,4) and A (0,0 0 ,5) levels, relaxed emission becomes the dominant process and the information obtainable from these levels is fragmentary.
D. Ar·SH Emission Spectra
The emission spectrum of Fig. 6 shows two different progressions. The downward going ticks on the lower half of Fig 6 represent the rotational levels of bare SH. As Fig. 6 shows many of the Ar·SH features appear to be associated with the rotational levels of bare SH.
However, for every feature associated with an internal rotor level, there is another feature near by. The splitting between these doublets is always about 26 cm −1 . There are two possible explanations for the doublet structure. One explanation involves the P structure of each j level and the other is associated with the Ar-SH stretch. The first explanation is unlikely since Eq. 6 shows that the P structure will vary strongly with j. In addition, when different v s levels of the A 2 Σ + state are pumped, the relative intensity of the doublet components change. For example, when A (0,0 0 ,2) was pumped, the relative intensity of the first doublet set is 1:0.6 but when A (0,0 0 ,3) is pumped, the ratio changes to 1:0.2. Ergo, we assign the second feature of each doublet to emission to v s = 1
With the second member of the doublets assigned to the Ar·SH stretch mode we can comfortably assign the rest of the structure to the somewhat hindered internal rotation of the SH moiety. As Fig. 6 shows, there are for Ar-SH, unlike Ne·SH, perceptible shifts between the observed bands and those predicted for a free SH rotor. We have fit the levels positions in Table IV to the eigenvalues of the matrix whose elements are given by Eq. 5. In this way we find that the best fit, in the least squares sense, is obtained for V 10 = −20(6) cm −1 and (6) cm −1 and these values are included in Table III . Figure 6 shows the predicted X 2 Π state levels based upon that model and the fit values of the anisotropy coefficients.
Clearly there is good agreement with the predictions and the observations. All the observed frequencies are predicted with a standard deviation of 2 cm −1 and the intensities adequately reproduced, especially considering the existence of some underlying relaxed emission and laser light scattering at the pump frequency.
E. Kr·SH Emission Spectra
The emission spectra of the three strongest transitions in the LIF spectrum of Kr·SH have been observed. Figure 7 shows the emission from the Kr·SH A (0,0 0 ,9) level and emission has also been observed from two other levels, A (0,0 0 ,10) and A (0,0 0 ,11). The X 2 Π vibronic level positions obtained from this data are summarized in Table IV . Because one is pumping a relatively high vibrational level, relaxation processes are more likely to occur. The broadening of the features in the emission spectrum of Kr·SH is likely caused by the overlap of both relaxed and unrelaxed emission. However by careful comparison of the emissions from different excited levels, for the most part the unrelaxed emission from (0, 0 0 , 9) can be identified and the X 2 Π vibrational structure reliably determined. However, the emission from (0, 0 0 , 10) and (0, 0 0 , 11) is mostly relaxed and provides little additional information, and therefore is not included in Table IV .
As Fig. 7 shows all the structure in the Kr·SH emission can be associated with hindered internal rotation. None of the emission spectra shows any clear evidence for activity in a stretching vibration. We attribute the absence of stretch mode activity to the extreme dis- Figure 7 shows the predicted positions and observed intensities of the model with the above parameters. The agreement between the predicted and observed levels is quite satisfactory with a standard deviation of 3 cm −1 . Again the intensities are semiquantitatively reproduced which is all that can be expected given the approximations of the model and the difficulties extracting intensities, free of interferences, from the experiment.
V. DISCUSSION
The DF emission spectra of the complexes R·SH (R=Ne,Ar,Kr) have been recorded and analyzed. In addition several high resolution rotationally resolved "hot bands" for In Ne·SH, Ar·SH, and Kr·SH we see transitions from basically the R-HS isomer via the "cold" band from (j = 3/2, P = +3/2) . In Ne·SH we also observe a "hot" band from the level (j = 3/2, P = −3/2) that is predominantly the R-SH bonded isomer. The appropriateness of this "isomer" characterization for the complexes in these levels is seen in Fig. 9 which shows the probability density of the "vibrational" wavefunction for each of the P levels of the j = 3/2 level of the ground X 2 Π state.
We have not experimentally observed R-SH bonded states for the Ar and Kr complexes, probably because of both lower population of these levels in the jet and a less favorable "Franck-Condon" factor for driving and observing the transitions from there to the A state.
This means that our sampling of the PES's for the heavier complexes is strongly weighted to the θ 90 • region, but in this region we have reasonably complete data for both Ar and Kr. For Ne·SH, the PES is reasonably sampled over the complete angular range.
VI. CONCLUSIONS
Information about the ground state bonding in the R·SH (R=Ne, Ar, Kr) has been deter- For all of the R·XH species the depth of the minimum increases as the rare gas atom size is increased. The barrier to internal rotation of the XH species, also increases from an almost freely rotating moiety in the case of Ne to a reasonably hindered rotor as the rare gas is changed to Kr. Indeed the barrier to isomerization from the R-HS conformation to the R-SH one ranges from less than 10 cm −1 (Ne) to about 50 cm −1 (Kr) with this being the weakest of the XH species.
Another noticeable trend of all these species is the resulting difference upon changing the diatomic moiety and retaining the same rare gas atom. Using the value of D 0 we find that the SH complex has the weakest bond followed by OH, HF, and HCl with the strongest bond of the four. While this trend is evident in the complexes of each of the rare gas atoms c No complete rotational analysis was performed on these bands. . This approximation additionally neglects any contribution to the zero-point energy from the SH internal rotation, which is rigorous in the limit that the rotational is unhindered. To complete the analysis ∆ν s (1 − 0) for Kr·SH was estimated to be the same as Ar·SH, since one expects that the countering tendancies of increased mass and increased force constant to approximately cancel.
c Determined from the positions of the P levels of j = 3/2 from the high resolution analysis; from the DF spectrum one only determines an upper limit: (3V 10 + V 20 ) ≥ −40 e Energy of (v s , j P , ω, 1) relative to (v s , j P , ω, 0) 2. The experimental spectrum in the upper trace contains both a Ne·SH "hot" band from P =-3/2 level and a "cold" band from P =+3/2, each terminating on the (0, 1 0 , 0) level of the A state. The lower trace contains simulations for each band using the constants found in Table I. 3. The upper trace contains an experimental spectrum of both "hot" and "cold" Ne·SD bands terminating on the (0, 1 0 , 0) level. The lower trace contains a simulation of the two transitions originating from P=-3/2 and P=+3/2 using the constants found in Table I . 8. Plots of the probability density for the j= +3/2, ω= +3/2, P= +3/2 level for Ne·SH on the top; Ar·SH in the middle; and Kr·SH on the bottom. The values for the different shadings of the probability density are as follows: the darkest area, 100 -55%; the medium area, 55 -32.5%; and the lightest area, 32.5 -10%. The vertical axis corresponds to the center-of-mass distance inÅ and the horizontal axis is the angle the S-H bond makes with the center-of-mass axis.
Emission spectrum of Ne·SH
9. The probability density of the various P -levels plotted on top of the Ne·SH potential energy surface for the j=3/2, and ω=3/2 level. The top left plot is for P =+3/2, top right is P =+1/2, lower left is P =-1/2, and lower right is P =-3/2. The values for the different shadings of the probability density are as follows: the darkest area, 100 -55%; the medium area, 55 -32.5%; and the lightest area, 32.5 -10%. The vertical axis corresponds to the center-of-mass distance inÅ and the horizontal axis is the angle the S-H bond makes with the center-of-mass axis.
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